Accidents - Santa Cruz/Alameda
(West Menlo Park – Sand Hill Rd to Avy Ave)
The Santa Cruz Ave – Alameda de las Pulgas corridor in West Menlo Park is
experiencing a extremely high and unacceptable traf c accident rate. It is a huge
increase over what the County used to base the speed limit - An accident rate over 56
times higher! The result: A speed limit much to high and that needs to be lowered.
This West Menlo Corridor is an area
near 3 schools and a pre-school and it
is used by a large number of school
children, bicyclists, retired citizens,
pedestrians, and motorists.
It is known for having high speed
traf c, unsafe crosswalks, lack of bike
lanes, unclear and poorly marked
intersections, and poor and ineffective
traf c controls.

These unsafe conditions result in
unsafe speeds and extremely
high accident rate, yet San Mateo
County has done virtually nothing
over the last 10 years to address
the safety, resulting in hundreds
of thousands dollars in damage,
death, and injuries.
3 schools (elementary and middle) and 1
preschool are marked in yellow( )

Action is needed now!
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This report prepared by Ron Snow (RonSnow@UnivPark.org)
Accident data updated Jan 22, 2022

Santa Cruz Ave - Alameda - West Menlo Corridor

Accident Report

Unaddressed Safety
This particular corridor is well known for being unsafe. There have been pedestrian
deaths in recent years, a high rate of accidents, and a disturbingly high rate of ‘near
misses’ experienced by school children, bicyclists, other pedestrians, residents, and
motorists.
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Santa Cruz Ave - Alameda - West Menlo Corridor

Safety Needed!

Need for Action
The county Department of Public Works (DPW) has stated they are aware of the
unsafe and dangerous road conditions and their need to address the complexities in
order to improve safety. Yet, DPW has done little to address any safety issue here over
the last decade. The speed limit DPW established, the ineffective and misplaced
traf c signage, and the nightmare of engineering at the intersection of Santa Cruz and
Alameda (aka the “Y”) and other crosswalks in the corridor are testimony to a severe
problem within DPW and its inability to address safety issues and concerns.
For instance, DPW based the current 35 mph speed limit partially on their nding of
only 3 accidents in the 6 years of their study (2009-2015)1. Yet our accident rate in
the last 8 months is 19 accidents as reported by Menlo Park Fire District and on the
CHP SWITRS Database.

Accident Rate (annualized)
DPW 2009-2015

A huge increase in Accidents! or ?
Last 8 months
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In order to compare the County rate used to that of our current actual accident rate, we
can annualize the two counts and come out with a ratio of .5 to 28.5 accidents per
year. A huge increase and a major problem that should result in signi cant reduction of
speed limit. Consider that this huge increase does not include unreported accidents in
which the motorists do not call authorities. Also consider the large number of near
misses experienced by students, cyclists, pedestrians and motorists!
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Quick Low Cost Actions NOW
Neighbors and parents of the many school children are greatly concerned about
safety. The cost of short term measures to start addressing this NOW is low.
➡ Proper effective traf c signs, including electronic speed feedback signs
➡ Proper speed — reduce speed to a safer 25 or 30 mph
➡ Bike lane pockets, lanes, and sharrows
➡ Improved crosswalks
All the above can all be accomplished with minimal cost and existing funding.
A County sponsored Corridor Safety Improvement Analysis is on the docket using
Measure K funds, but this analysis should be done in parallel and without delaying
these drastically needed safety steps from occurring now.
Please also refer the the comprehensive report compiled by the local community,
available at www.UnivPark.org/safe. That SantaCruz/Alameda Safety Issues report
documents the many problems along the corridor and makes several proposals for
solving issues and greatly improving safety.

Reduce the Speed!
California Vehicle Code (CVC) and the CA-MUTCD2 support the reduction of speed
due to the factors that DPW did not include in their setting of the speed limit.
While DPW defers to the common guideline of the 85th percentile of speed, DPW is
required to also (in addition to) modify speed when the roadway has a large number of
driveways, senior centers, and frequent accidents. DPW has chosen to ignore this
additional code requirement, yet all these considerations apply in this corridor. (see
CVC Section 627(b) 1-2 an 627(c) and of the MUTCD Section 2B.13 (16, 29, 30, and
38)).
Furthermore the CVC provides the ability for the Board of Supervisors to intervene and
set safe speed limits (CVC 22354.5 c). If DPW won’t insure safety in this corridor, the
Board of Supervisors should stand up and take immediate action.
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Recent Accident Data:
This recent data has been tabulated from formal reporting agencies3 used by CHP and
Menlo Park Fire department. Additionally, our neighbors have started to document
with photos the accidents.
Traf c accidents reported by Menlo Park Police4 and county Sheriff sources are not all
included in the table and will be included once they are obtained.
Date

Location

Remarks

Report Agency

10/26/16

2080 Santa Cruz Av/Alameda “Y”

Property damage, injury

10/31/16

served, landed in property

12/7/16

2125 Santa Cruz Av/just north of
Palo Alto Way
Santa Cruz Av/Sand Hill Rd [map]

Witness photos,
MPFD
Witness photos

unsafe speed

Switrs

12/16/16

Alameda de Las Pulgas/Sharon Rd

Hit object, damage

Switrs

1/2/17

Santa Cruz Av/Sand Hill Rd [map]

1 injured, unsafe speed

MPFD, Switrs

1/6/17

Santa Cruz Av/Sand Hill Rd [map]

2 injured

MPFD, Switrs

1/26/17

Alameda de Las Pulgas/Avy Av

sideswipe, improper turn

Switrs

2/21/17

Santa Cruz Av/Sand Hill Rd [map]

Traffic Accident

MPFD

3/11/17

Alameda de Las Pulgas (3863) [map] Property damage, injury

3/23/17

Santa Cruz Av/Sharon Rd [map]

Traffic Accident

Witness photos,
MPFD
MPFD

3/30/17

Alameda de Las Pulgas/Sharon Rd

Accident, injury

Witness photos

3/31/17

Traffic Accident

MPFD

4/3/17

Alameda de Las Pulgas/Sharon Rd
[map]
Santa Cruz Av/Sharon Rd [map]

Traffic Accident

4/29/17

Santa Cruz Av/Oak Hollow [map}

Traffic Accident Cyclist/car

Witness photos,
MPFD
MPFD

5/19/17

Traffic Accident

MPFD

5/28/17

Santa Cruz Av/Near MP Commons
[map]
Santa Cruz Av/Sand Hill Rd

Traffic Accident

6/8/17

Santa CruzAv/ near Sand Hill Rd

Traffic Accident

Witness photos,
MP-PD (injuries)
MP-PD

6/14/17

Santa Cruz @ Oak Hollow

Traffic Accident

6/28/17

Santa Cruz Av/Sand Hill Rd [map]

Traffic Accident

7/20/17

Santa Cruz @ Avy Ave

Traffic Accident
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Date

Location

Remarks

Report Agency

9/11/17

Santa Cruz @ Oakdell

Car/Cyclist Accident

MPPD/FD Injuries

9/11/17

Santa Cruz @ Sherman

Traffic Accident

11/28/17

Santa Cruz @ Y

MPPD/FD Injury rear-end collision
witness reported

11/29/17

Santa Cruz @ Y

Traffic Accident
minor fender bender - unreported
Traffic Accident - total
MPPD/FD

12/7/17

Santa Cruz @ Alpine

Traffic Accident

MPPD/FD

12/11/17

Alameda @ Harkens

Traffic Accident - Sun angle may
have been factor

Sheriff, MPFD:

Having gotten a commitment from County that traf c safety would be
addressed on the Santa Cruz/Alameda corridor, we had taken a break
from reporting at the end of 2017; however, accidents continue to
happen at an unacceptable rate. As of 2021, County is years away
from actually doing any major improvements.
Date

Location

Remarks

2/25/19

Santa Cruz/Alameda Y

5/23/20

Alameda @ Manzanita

5/11/21

Alameda & Sharon Rd

11/25/20

Santa Cruz btw SHR & PAW

7/12/21

Sand Hill & Leland Ave

10/25/21

Alameda & Sharon Rd

12/9/21

Alameda & Sharon Rd

Car totalled - parked car hit by NB MPFD, witness
Santa Cruz vehicle
Cyclist accident - hit and run
CHP/MPPD/MPFD
witness photos
Property damage, injury, 1 car
Witness photos,
totaled, other car major damage - neighbor
Property damage initial est $80K
Sideswiped accident
MPPD, witness,
photos
Cyclist injury accident
Witness, MPFD
and MPPD report,
Nextdoor Rpt’d.
3 car accident, Ambulance called Witness, MPFD,
CHP
1 car, hit 2nd parked car
Witness, owner,

12/31/21

Alameda & Sharon Rd

2 car accident, MB-Sl500, Audi

Witness, CHP

1/19/22

Santa Cruz & Sand Hill

truck + car, injuries Occurred at
9am so sun light may be factor.

Witness, video,
MPFD, MPPD
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Social Media Reporting: Bike Accidents
From comments: “counties and municipalities have one, to implement their duties under AB 1358 (the
California Complete Streets Act of 2008, https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?
bill_id=200720080AB1358). FWIW, I'm not immediately finding one for one within the S.M. county
government structure. This county document talks about AB 1358 duties within the county, without
quite specifying who's in charge of county-wide duties https://ccag.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/
2014/09/Sample-Staff-Report-General-Plan-update.pdf In any given jurisdiction, it's whatever
government body manages the "General Plan Circulation Element”"
Date-Link

Accident

Location

Comments

2020-05-23 Cyclist hit by car - hit Alameda @ Manzanita
& run
2021-07-12 Cyclist hit by car - hit Sand Hill @ Leland
& run
2021-07-24 Cyclist hit by truck
Alameda @ Valpariso

Teenage girl jumped off
bike as car hit it (okay)
Injury to cyclist

2021-09-10 Cyclist hit by car

Alameda @ Valpariso

2021-09-23 Cyclist hit by car

Santa Cruz @ N. Lemon

No Injury - La Entrada
Student cyclist
Driver asked if student of
Hillview was okay, then
drove off

2021-09-30 Bike Hit & Run

Santa Cruz near Hillview school

2021-11-12 Bike Hit & Run

Oak Grove near fire station
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Twitter posting

8:45am bike damaged,
cyclist shaken
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DPW’s Hanieh Houshmandi, email Nov 30th, 2016 to R. Snow: stated that DPW found only 3
accidents between the beginning of 2009 and the end 2015 and because of that accident data DPW
would not lower the speed limit.
1

3

CHP data recorded to SWITRS, http://iswitrstst.chp.ca.gov/Reports/jsp/CollisionReports.jsp
MP Fire Dept dispatch and accident log, http://www. redispatch.com/today.asp

4

MP-Police Dept data recorded daily http://menlopark.org/ArchiveCenter/ViewFile/Item/5184
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California Manual on Uniform Traf c Control Devices - CA-MUTCD
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